
YOUR ENTIRE RESUME

The sections of your resume should work together to support your job target. Beth's full resume is shown below. Each
section reinforces her goal to work as a .

Skip any fancy or ultrastylized fonts and instead choose a font that is both professional and clean-looking. On
a functional resume, work history is listed without elaboration at the very bottom of the resume. An
achievement section should only include big moments in your career. A general rule is that each experience
have around 3â€”5 bullet points of your main duties and achievements. Daniel Bortz, Monster contributor Use
these tips to write your resume. Applicant Tracking Systems The rise of online job applications has caused
employers to receive more applicants than they can handle. Resume Contact Section Example. Read below for
tips on what to include in your contact section and where to put your contact section, and see a sample contact
section for a resume. How to list education on a resume with no degree? At very least, your education section
should include: Name of Institution School Location Years Attended High school experience is not typically
required on a resume unless you have recently graduated. Here are some examples of strong action words that
can help strengthen your resume: Achieved. For developers, this would be your GitHub, for a designer
Behance or Dribble and for a writer, it could be your personal blog. Possess excellent communication skills
and can operate forklifts. Every resume has the same elements: name, contact information, education,
experience, and skills. Also, include your phone number and email address. Not sure your resume is hitting the
mark? The technical skills portion of your resume will list out these specific skills. Graphic designer, problem
solver, and adventurer with over 11 years of experience creating and crafting digital experiences, services, and
utilities for more than brands. Cut down on dated information You'll also want to give your current role or any
roles you've held in the past five years the lengthiest descriptions. I do not have in-depth experience in the
industry. You will spend more time on each job application, but the time spent will shorten your job search
overall. And leave it at that. Augustine cautions job seekers to only create this separate section if you have at
least two such items to call out. Keep in mind that most people skim over resumes, so lengthy paragraphs
might cause an employer to miss important information. You can center your contact information on the page,
or make it left justified. This is where you really sell yourself, displaying your past achievements and
responsibilities. This format is highly flexible and can take many forms based on your preferences. The
chronological format works for most people on a traditional career path. Job seekers with large gaps in their
work history tend to like the functional resume format because it minimizes work experience. The key here is
to tailor your resume to each job you apply. An ATS is software that helps companies filter through hundreds
of resumes they receive per day. Location - are you located in the area, or will the company have to sponsor
relocation? Avoid using generic statements and try to list your skills in a way reflects your unique voice.
Chronological resume format The chronological format is the most recognizable and traditional format for
resumes. Social Media - Do you have a published portfolio online? Assist in opening and closing the
warehouse. After all, you put some effort into them. Maintain relationships with existing company clients and
upsell relevant products. Senior professionals - List up to 15 years of relevant work experience MAX. Phone
number: It is very important to have voicemail on your phone so that hiring managers can leave a message
when you're not available. Maybe you need Photoshop abilities.


